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INTRODUCTION

Caucasus as a region more an external than an internal 

perspective in all three South Caucasus republics, more 

like „US politics“ in US, „German history“ in Germany 

etc.

Dominant foreign perspectives: geopolitics, conflicts, 

energy pipelines, Russian influence on the region

„Caucasus Studies“ in Georgia mainly linguistics and 

ethnology or anthropology, to a much lesser degree in 

history or political science

Language issue: what is produced and published in the 

local languages (Armenian, Azeri, Georgian) serves 

internal purposes, what is produced in English or 

Russian very much serves international re-presentation 

in academia or international relations.



BEFORE 1989:
FROM SOCIALISM TO 

NATIONALISM

Soviet path-dependency with a nationalised approach to 

history of ethno-territorial units (Rakowska-Harmstone

“Dialectics of Nationalism in the USSR”, 1973)

Moscow initiative to create “regional histories” like 

“History of the People of the North Caucasus” 

(Narochnitski 1988) rejected by all three South 

Caucasian Soviet Republics (Pitassio 1978; Dogo 1985)

Network of Soviet academic institutions (e.g. research 

institutes for history and-or ethnography) the liberation 

movement in Italy and scholarship on the occupation of 

Yugoslavia (Collotti, Sala 1974)

Authoritative and legitimizing function of national 

research (Shnirelman 2001, Suny 1993)

Sketches of the History of Georgia in

8 volumes.

Eds. Academics Giorgi Melikishvili,

I. Antelava, M. Dondua, Mamia

Dumbadze, I. Kacharava, Shota

Meskhia, N. Sturua, Akaki

Surguladze.

Tbilisi: Acad. of Sciences, 1973-1980

History of Georgia in 4 volumes. Eds.

academics Mariam Lortkipanidze,

Otar Japaridze, Davit Muskhelishvli,

Roin Metreveli. Tb.: Nat. Acad. of

Sciences, 2004, 2nd ed. 2012



STRATEGIES OF TRANSITION 
SINCE 1989

From “National in Form, Socialist in Content” to “Democratic in 

Form, Nationalist in Content” – legitimization of nation state

„Renovation“ to regain and present missing and/or suppressed 

historic experiences; few synthesis, mainly reproduction of 

“suppressed” studies and new sources; 

Topics: Democratic Republic of Georgia (1918–21), Soviet 

annexation & repressions, emigration, church & religion;

„Reconstruction“ tries to establish a clear understanding of 

order through political and ideological motivated selection to 

„clean“ it from socialism; Soviet paradigm (“formation theory”) 

openly rejected & replaced by Georgian nation state as 

collective actor,

„Nationalisation“ attempts to frame both in a broad political 

& ideological context through myths of origin of respective 

national cultures into a new system of world perception & 

social meaning („national identity“).

Misha Shengelia



OBJECTIVES OF THESE 
STRATEGIES

Empowering for a “Return” to a (national) history of Georgia 

perceived as:

- their own, one and only history; 

- as liberation from the ‘foreign’ Soviet-socialist past more and 

more interpreted as a Russian one (“Us” vs. “Them”);

- Replacing one authoritative master narrative by another one 

without structural changes (heroism/victimization narrative);

Missing: 

-new, innovative conceptual approaches based on local research 

or evidence (as highlighted in St. Jones “Georgia. A Political 

History since Independence”, 2013)

- paradigm shift from political history of nation state to global, 

everyday, social incl. gender or cultural history.

Levan Chughoshvili

Georgian Aristocracy



NEW APPROACHES
(MAINLY OUTSIDE ACADEMIA)

Managing victimhood and dealing with the Soviet past -

Approach: juxtaposing collective memory of ethnic 

communities with individual experience & introducing 

multi-perspective approach into Georgian historiography.

TASO Foundation introduced “Women’s Memory”

“SovLab – Soviet Past Research Laboratory” -

“Peoples’ archive”: http://sovlab.ge/en 

Institute for Development of Freedom of 

Information (IDFI) on “Transparent Archives” project

Caucasus Research Resource Centre (CRRC) –

survey data like Caucasus Barometer online

Centre for Social Studies (CSS) – discourse analysis 

on Europeanisation in Georgia

Digital Humanites - Ilia State University: 

Prosopographic Database of 20th C. Georgia (PDG) 

https://prosopography.iliauni.edu.ge/ (also Georgian 

Language, Manuscripts etc.)



RECONSIDERING
CAUCASIA

- Little focus on local, regional or intercultural, inter-
communal interaction among the Caucasian people,

- Centrality of conflicts over ethno-culturally defined 
territories

- Limited to few official institutional cooperation among 
South Caucasian academic centres

- EU Enlargement – interactions of Caucasus Studies 
with EUropean Studies (Europeanization, Radaelli)

- Rural policies, comparative studies needed!

- Implications of peripheral location and often marginal 
status (that local scholars try to overcome)

Caucasus in Georgian Sources. Foreign States, Tribes, 
Historical Figures. Encyclopedic Dictionary (Goiladze, 
ed. 2012), covers 5th – 18th centuries -
https://elfiles.emis.ge/uploads/11387/Kavkasia_Qartul_
Ckaroebshi.pdf 



GROWING IMPORTANCE OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION

Internationalization (asymmetric) and national fragmentation

- Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation https://rustaveli.org.ge/eng 

with limited grants (often following national interests, international partnerships 

often required) (fundamental research, max. 175.000 GEL – 45.000 Euro)

- International research cooperation and exchange programmes (ERASMUS, 

HORIZON 2020, bi-national), e.g. CASCADE (2014-2017) «Exploring the Security-

Democracy Nexus in the Caucasus» (EU: 2,5 Mio. Euro, total 3,5 Mio. Euro)

http://www.cascade-caucasus.eu/en_GB/

- Ten years “Caucasus Conflict Cultures” – summer school for young 

anthropologists from three Caucasus republics and Germany (Stéphane Voell, 

Marburg University)

- „Institution-Centered Conflict Studies“ (ICCS) – FU Berlin, Nalchik, 

Maikop from North Caucasus, Abkhazia and Adjara from Georgia to expand the 

teaching and research collaboration on assessing local conflicts and development 

potential (2011-2013, 2015-2018) in cooperation with the Centre for Conflict 

Research at University Marburg (CCS) and the Institute for Interdisciplinary 

Research on Conflict and Violence (IKG) in Bielefeld (VOLKSWAGEN 

FOUNDATION!!!)

- Int. Master programme “Central and Eastern Europe, Russian and Eurasian 

Studies” – Univ. Tartu, Glasgow, Caucasus covered at Ilia State University

- Young researcher go abroad – outflow due to limited perspectives (employment, 

academic freedom) at home, but often provide critical input on deconstruction of 

stereotypes and narratives, often unsecure, non-permanent positions

- Missing professional disciplinary associations to set academic standards against 

personal academic networks
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